Strategic Research Priorities Plan

FY20
- Collaborative Visioning

FY21 Q1-2
- Implementation Design

FY21 Q3
- Adoption

FY21 Q4
- RCI Collaboration Recognition Rewards
  - Late April
  - Soft Launch – Pres. Rao and VP Rao Awareness & Invitation

FY22 Q1
- Dashboard Kickoff

FY22
- Quarterly Progress Investing in RCI

Early April
- Board

Mid April
- Charter
Quiet acceleration
GOALS:
● Recognition and appreciation of faculty efforts
● Better understand how the pandemic has impacted research careers, particularly among our early career faculty.
● Collect a snapshot of impact over time.
● Develop a guide for mentors to provide support for faculty adversely impacted.
● Provide a report for faculty having completed the survey as to how they reported impact - can help prepare a portion of their COVID impact statements.
● Provide resources via links that may help faculty connect with support or peers.
January 2021
Too many questions
Too many surveys
COVID spike
Key points to share today
What next?
● Distribution of results - OVPRI Division of Research Development
● OVPRI-CTLE focus group discussion
● Survey re-issue (refine to focus on pain points)

What now?
● Provost’s office - COVID Impact Statement Seminar
● Travel restrictions lifted (adversely impacting research demonstration and creative work/partner access)
● Streamline remaining extra steps (legacy COVID permissions for research activity)
● Collaborations in Research mentoring